
Distances between fences 
are designed to allow the 
rider to ride a smooth course 
with plenty of harmony as he 
accommodates long and short 
distance demands. 

Distances within doubles with 
different types of fences at the 
inlet and outlet require different 
takeoff points and accordingly 
the landing points need a lot of 
thought from the rider to plan 
his strategy well before riding 
the course. 

The tables given on the right 
include some guidance to 
distances that are useful for 
the general understanding of 
how to plan your strategy.   

The equesTrian show jumping sporT is more of an arT Than 
a science, as iT neeDs pure inTellecTual unDersTanDing 
of DeTails combineD wiTh a feel for space anD DisTance 

in orDer To succeeD. iT incluDes inTegraTing various 
concepTs TogeTher. one of Those concepTs is The 

unDersTanDing of DisTances while walking The course. 
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A- Takeoff point is further away from the vertical 
as there is no width to cross; takeoff distance is 
equivalent to landing distance. 

B- Takeoff point is closer to the parallel oxer as there 
is width to cross; takeoff distance is equivalent 
to landing distance

C- Takeoff to a triple bar is very close as the highest 
point in the parabola is above the third element 
of the triple bar and accordingly the landing 
distance is further away.

These diagrams show how important it is to identify the distance in a double combination according 
to the types of the first element as well as the second element.  

with time and practice these learned distances and guidelines should become more and more 
instinctive and natural to the rider leading to a more controlled, comfortable and successful 
round.
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